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per day, net, or upwards of $5,000 a year, must be deemed gross ex-
aggerations.
I am satisfied from the evidence that $5 per day is ample, and, in

fact, more than her net market value for chartering, or her ordinary
and fair net earnings, as ordinarily employed. The Potomac, 105 U.
S. 630; Stl/rgis v. Clough, 1 Wall. 268.
As to permanent depreciation, I am also satisfied that the addi-

tions of new masts and sails in place of the old ones fully compen-
sate for any other depreciation, which must have been slight. As in
the case of The Isaac Newton, 4 Blatchf. 21, I am satisfied that, after
all the repairs made on her, she was "in as good condition as before
the injury." Petty v. Merrill, 9 Blatch£. 447. I cannot sustain any
of the libelant's exceptions. Deducting, therefore, from $1,790.48,
the amount reported, one-half of the allowance for permanent depre-
ciation, viz., $125, and $77 on account of demurrage, making $202,
which, with interest to June 20, 1883, amounts to $256.54, there re-
mains $1,533.94, for which a decree may be entered.

THE VENUS.

(District Court, S. D. New York. September 10,1883.)

1. Loss.
Damages allowed for injm'ies to a vessel bycolIis;on cannot ordinarily ex<;eed

her vallie at the time of collision, i. e., as for a total loss, with cost of raising, to
determine her condition, or to remove her as an obstruction, where that is nec-
essary. To recover more, where the vessel has been repaired instead of heing
abandoned, special circumstances must be shown proving that the excess ac-
crued notwithstanding the exercise of goad faith and ordinary prudence and
good judgment in repairing.

2. SAME-DEMURRAGE.
Compensation as for demurrage while the vessel is undergoing repairs can-

not exceed the clear net vallie of the use of the vessel, cxcluding all charges and
expenses; and, when charged for a long and continuous perIOd, it must bear
some reasonable proportion to the value of the vessel. For a canal-uoat worth
$1,350, an allowance was made of $3 per day for 59 days.

3. S.um-ExpExsE OF RUSIXG-REPATnS.
'Where the owner was adviserl to abandon as a total loss, but repaired the

vessel and claimed, besides expense of raising, $1,028 for repairs, $584 for de-
nlllrrage, and $300 difIerence uetween new and old, and got no estimates before
repairing, nor contracted for any limit of the time for repairing, and claimed
$8 per day for a detention of 73 days, held, that he had not shown ordinary
prudence or good judgment in repairing, and the excess of the above three
items, being $562 over the value of the boat, as a total loss, at the time of the
collision, was at his own risk and charge, and should not be allowed.

4. SAME-CIIARGES FOR OF IssuREIt.
Charges made for the benefit of the insurer only cannot be allowed.

Exceptions to Commissioner's Report.
Edu'ard D. )l[cCarthy, for libelant.
Beebe, Wilcox tf Hobbs, for claimants.
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e$ 260 00
1,028 00

43 75
75 00
273 72
584 00
300 00

BROWN, j-. The Venus having been found s':llely in fault for the
sinking of the canal-boat Midland, (16 FED. REP. 7D2,) the commis-
sioner, to whom it was referred to ascertain and compute the dam-
ages to the libelant, has reported the following items:
1. Cost of raising the voat,
2. Hepairs of the Milllal1Ll, ;,
0. AnLdllt paid Preston vy the underwriters for traveling ex-

penses while caring for the suvmerged property,
4. Captain's furniture, etc., •
5. Gross freight, $420; less tolls and towing, $146.28; net, -
6. Demurrage, 73 days @ per day,
7. Difference IJet\\'een old and new,

Amounting, with interest, to $2,895 85
Exceptions haye been filed to all of the above items except 1, 2,

and 4, and also for the allowance of interest on demurrage. The tes-
timony before the commissioner showed that the highest estimated
value of the Midland, at the time she was sunk, by the libelant's
witnesses, was $1,500. The claimants' witnesses, who testified from
a description of the boat, and not from personal acquaintance with
her, estimated her value at from $800 to $1,000, only. The amollnt
reported by the commissioner as damages under items 2, 6, and 7,-
that is, for the cost of repairs, demurrage, and difference between the
former and present value,-is $1,912; that is, $412 in excess of the
highest estimate of the value of the Midland just before she was
sunk, exclusive of $260, cost of raising.
The ordinary rule would not admit of a recovery beyond the

amount of a total loss, i. e., the full value of the vessel at the time
she was sunk. To this, however, may plainly be added the cost of
raising the boat when that is necessary in order to ascertain whether
she should be abandoned as a total loss or repaired; and, also,
"'heneyer the owner is required, as in this case, to remove her as
an obstruction to the canal. When, in addition to this, however,
the final claim of damage exceeds the full value of the vessel at the
time of the loss, the claim should be carefully scrutinized, and the
libelant held bound to show special circumstances to justify any such
excess, and that good faith and reasonable prudence and good judg-
ment haye been exercised in making the repairs.
In the present case, as in that of The Glallcus, 1 Low. 366, a con-

siderable part of the amount allowed is for demurrage during the
repair of the vessel. In that case, however, special circumstances,
"'hich could not be foreseen, were shown to haye occasioned the ex-
CeSSlye amount of damage.
Hestitution for the loss, and no more, is the rule in these cases.

The Baltimore. 8 'Vall. 386; The Bristol, 10 Blatchf. 538; Sn'ift v.
Bra/well, 1 Holmes, 470. Payment of the full ,alue of the ,essel,
with interest from the time of the loss, together with the. expenses of
removal, whero that is required or is necessary for the ,purpose of
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whether to abandon her or not, is full restituti"on; and
special and exceptional case must be made, showing that the excess
accrued notwithstanding the exercise of good and
good judgment, in order to justify any claims beyond these.
In the present case the libelant was advised by one of his own

witnesses, after raising the boat, to abandon her as a total loss. In
proceeding to repair her he took no precaution to obtain previous
estimates of the cost, or to limit the period of making the repairs by
any contract which might restrict the loss through demurrage. Any
prudent owner proposing to repair a boat at his own cost, with
charges for every day's detention, would not neglect such precautions
in a case of so doubtful exp8diency in repairing. I see nothing in
the circumstances to excuse the libelant for neglecting this duty; and
the exce[ should, therefore, be charged to his own risk and cost.
The general features of the case, moreover, do not give a favorable

impression of the amount of the claim. By sinking, the boat's seams
were 3wollen and bulged, and on this account, partly, a considerable
item-$300-is claimed as the difference between new and old.
Whatever foundation there is for this claim could have been foreseen
from the beginning. The long period of 73 days, also, for demurrage,
is not satisfactorily accounted for; and the extraordinary demand of
$8 per day for this long period, net and clear of all charges, risks,
and expenses, for a boat not claimed to have been worth more than
$1,500,-i. e., demurrage at the rate of nearly $3,000 per year, or
nearly $1,500 if during half the year she was laid up and could not
be used at all,-is so obvious.ly out of all proportion to the value of
the boat that it cannot be seriously entertained, and it necessarily
detracts from the credit to be given to other parts of the libelant's
claim. Upon all the evidence of the libelant and the claimants as
to the value of the Midland, I think $1,350 as much as ought to be
allowed for her value as a total loss.
Upon this view, the sum of $5G2, on account of the hull, should be

deducted from the report.
If the last two items reported, however, were regarded independ-

ently, ... _<lUt the same deduction should be made. Of the 73 days
for which demurrage is charged, 1-4: are entirely unaccounted for,
leaving 59 -days-a long period, certainly-for raising the boat
and doing repairs of the value of only $1,028. [am satisfied that
$3 per day is ample, if not more than ample, allowance by way of
demurrage for this long and continuous period. Grossly exaggerated
claims on this ground seem to be the rule in such cases. See opin-
ion in The ExcelSior on damages, July, 1883, ante, 924. Xothing
should be allowed as demurrage beyond the clear net mlue of tho
boat's use free of all charges and expenses. The claimant's evidence
states a fair rate to be $3 to $5 a day; the libelant's witnesses say
$8. If the canal-boat could get emplo:'ment only six months in the
year,-which is not the fact,-the demurrage would amount at the
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1,350 00

$260 00
75 00
201 98

latter rate to nearly $1,500 a year, i. e., to her whole value or over.
Such a claim appears to me to be inadmissible upon its face for a
long and continuous period. It was claimed that at this particular
time of the year boats were in demand and rates high. Such grounds
for excessive rates, if not required to be specially pleaded, as in the
nature of special damage, should at least be closely scrutinized. In
this case, however, the bill of lading, upon the very trip when the
Midland was sunk, shows that, deducting the expenses stated upon
its face, and $25 additional river tow3,ge, the boat would have cleared
on the most profitable part of her trip, viz., the down trip, only
about $3 a day; and it is not clear that even this does not include
the captain's
At three dollars per day, for 59 days, the demurrage would amount

to $177, or $407 less than the amount reported; and for the differ-
ence between the new and old value I should not be satisfied, upon
the whole evidence, to allow more than $150. The result of these
is about the same as allowing the value of the vessel at $1,350 as a
total loss, excluding items 6 and 7. '1'he third item, of $43.75, was
an item for the benefit of the insurers, and, so far as I can perceive,
was in no way obligatory upon the claimant to pay.
In arriving at the net freight,-that is, the net amount which would

have been earned by the Midland had she finished her trip,-all the
expenses, tolls, and towing, which she must pay in order to finish her
trip, must be deducted from gross freight. These are mostly stated
in the bill of ladinG', and reduce the amount to $99.98, from which,
as I underst:lJ1rl hom the evidence, a further amount of $25 for river
towage is R to be deducted, which would leave $74.98. To this,
however, should be added such expenses and other charges as had
already accrued up to the time the Midland was sunk; and these,
apportioned as nearly as I can make them out, with the net freight
last stated, amount to $201.98, which should be allowed for this item,
instead of $273.72.
I allow, therefore, the following items:
Cost of raising the boat,
Captain's furniture, etc.,
Net freight, etc.,
Value of vessel when sunk; or repairs, with demurrage, and
$150 di1l'erence in value as above,

Interest from August 13, 1880, to this date,

Twenty-two hundred and thirty-liv:.. 8·100 dollars. Total,

END OF VOLtruE 17.

348 10

$2,235 08


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































